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IMPORTANT DATES
Nov 24-29
Nov. 30
Dec 1
Dec 16
Dec 22
Dec 23-31

THANKSGIVING
BREAK-NO 4K
Class Resumes
DR HEALTH
FORM
Holiday SingVirtual-during
class time
Holiday & PJ Party/Book Exchange
WINTER BREAKNO 4K

Jan 3

Class Resumes

Jan 10

NO 4K
4K MEETS THIS
FRIDAY
NO 4K

Jan 14
Jan 17

NEXT WEEK:
Three little
bears
Monday- no 4k
Tuesday– bear sizes
Wednesday– bear
pattern
Thursday– person
book/story sequence
December Calendar on Back

Our (short) week in Review
This week we learned about the Little Red Hen and what it means to be helpful and
thankful.
On Monday we read the story about The Little Red Hen and then we put the story in
order ourselves by cutting and gluing the story sequence on paper!
Tuesday we created turkeys and wrote what we are thankful for on the feathers!
We hope everyone has a wonderful Thanksgiving break with family and friends! Remember there is no 4k on Monday, November 29th, and we will resume class on
Tuesday, November 30th!

Holiday Book Exchange
We will be doing a class book exchange for the holidays this year. Each student can
bring in a book wrapped in their favorite wrapping (with a tag indicating who the
gift is from) to exchange with another student. Please see the red note in this
week’s folder for more details.

Outside Clothing
We have been fortunate that we haven’t had snow yet, but it is getting colder.
We do go outside everyday so don’t forget to send a winter coat, hat, and mittens. When the snow does arrive, please send snow pants, boots and clean, dry
shoes for the classroom everyday. Please do not sent scarves-as they pose a
strangulation risk that we do not want to chance.
Please practice over thanksgiving break! It will be extremely helpful if
ALL our kiddos can dress themselves independently!

Thank you to everyone for filling out our Holiday Sing survey
we sent home last week.
Due to the amount of parents
that voted for virtual, and said
their child wouldn’t attend an in
person sing, we will be doing a
virtual Holiday Sing.
We agree with this decision, as
we believe the kiddos will be
more comfortable in the classroom, and this way you will
have a video to keep forever
and to share with friends and
family.
So our Holiday Sing will take
place Thursday, December 16th
during both AM and PM class
time. Once edited, you will receive your child’s class sing via
email.
Again, thank you for your
feedback, and thank you for
your
understanding.

Dry Shoes
Please
remember to
pack your
child's dry
shoes for the
classroom.

